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SINTERED
STONE
SLAB

A Slab with stone-like physical/ 
mechanical properties produced by 
the process so called sinterization

(man-made stone)

SINTER

To make (a powdered material) coalesce into a 
solid or porous mass by heating it (and usually 
also compressing it) without liquefaction.







A Sintered stone named after a village full of stone sculpture 
in India. Cavare, Brighten up your space with a cool, light, 
dappled grey stone surface that conveys a sense of 
openness and style

CAVARE GRIGIO

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Random face

Available in 4 faces



A sintered stone with a concrete look. An artistically 
patterned, buffed dark grey concrete yet boldly current in 
character and keep enjoy the hassle-free privilege of 
sintered stone.

BETON CARBON

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Random face

Available in 4 face



A sintered stone with a concrete look. Enjoy the solid natural 
beauty of cast buffed concrete at the same time savor the 
hassle-free privilege of a sintered stone.

BETON GRIGIO

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Random face

Available in 4 faces



Travertine Silver, a sintered stone with a silverish crystalline 
lace movement across the surface that exudes the 
sophistication and elegance of natural travetine stone.

TRAVERTINE SILVER

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Continuous Face

Single Face



A sintered stone with a linear, ripple textured sand-coloured 
marble that exudes a classic Italian aura. Suitable for interior 
and exterior settings.

TRAVERTINE CREMA

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Random face

Available in 4 faces



Inspired by the volcanic basalt, Quadra presenting Basaltina
Panna. A Sintered stone with gentle cream and beige 
movement that evokes purity and calmness to your space.

BASALTINA PANNA

240x120cm | 9mm | Matte | Random face

Available in 5 faces



Dominated by light creams and beige, the golden elegance 
of Nouvelle Aurora shines through, just like its namesake: 
the dawn. A timeless motif, it will surely find a place in your 
space.

NOUVELLE AURORA

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Random face

Available in 4 faces



Dark and obscure, the galaxy hides many secrets. On the other hand, 
its obscurity invites beauty and wonder, something which is captured 
on Galaxia Oscuro. Captivatingly opulent, this motif is characterized 
by the dark greyish-brown backdrop and beige veins that look almost 
splattered onto the surface, like the million of galaxies scattered 
across the universe.

GALAXIA OSCURO

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Random face

Available in 4 faces



240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Random face

Masculine and dramatic, Carlo Moreno Contributes a lot of 
sophistication to the ambience. Moreno, a word derived 
from Ancient Latin, is characterized by its strong, luxurious 
veins of gold on a dark brown backdrop.

CARLO MORENO

Available in 4 faces



Enigmatic grey stormy skies that echoed in Nuvola Gris 
design is truly breathtaking. With vagued veins run across 
the surface just like a thunder in a storm.

NUVOLA GRIS

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Random face

Available in 4 face



Velare Grigio, a sintered stone with warm light dappled grey 
with irregular hue movement for that situation where serene 
modern elegance is required.

VELARE GRIGIO

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Random face

Available in 4 faces



Inspired by the famous Calacatta marble. Quadra creates a 
sintered stone that represents Carrara mountain grey vein 
movement to make it possible without dismantling the 
mountain.

CALACATTA NEVE

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Endmatch & Bookmatch

Available in 4 faces

Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4



CALACATTA NEVE ENDMATCH

Face 1 Face 2 Face 3 Face 4



CALACATTA NEVE BOOKMATCH

Face A Face B Face B Face A



Inspired by the northern parts of the Atlantic Ocean, near 
the snowy island of Greenland, Quadra present a bright 
snowy sintered white marble, with subtle grey veins run 
through the body of Atlantic White.

ATLANTIC WHITE

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Bookmatch

Available in 4 faces



ATLANTIC WHITE BOOKMATCH

Face A Face B Face B Face A



White sintered marble with brownish veins brings you back 
to the beauty of Cortina d’Ampezzo, the stunning rock 
mountain covered in snow.

CORTINA BIANCO

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Bookmatch

Available in 4 faces



CORTINA BIANCO BOOKMATCH

Face A Face B Face B Face A



Purezza Alba, a white sintered stone with coloured body and 
grey shadow like veins. Identical to snow on a stormy day.

PUREZZA ALBA

240x120cm | 9mm | Shiny Polished | Bookmatch

Available in 4 face



PUREZZA ALBA BOOKMATCH

Face A Face B Face B Face A
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